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DR. SACHAR TO SPEAK
AT COMMONWEALTH
LECTURES TUESDAY

Dr. Abram Leon Sachar, first president of Brandywine University, will address the 1938 commencement of the Lowell Institute on Tuesday, March 22, from 10:30 to 11:30 o'clock in Cummington Hall, in a commencement lecture sponsored by the Lowell Institute and the Institute of Higher Education.

In announcing this appearance of the noted educator, Dr. Sachar told the president, President Lydon, expressed his pleasure in bringing the public and the alumni of the Institute to Harvard and his hopes that the program will provide an opportunity for alumni to participate in the Institute's events.

The program for the evening includes a speech by Dr. Sachar, a presentation of the annual award to the highest-scoring student in the Institute's first-year program, and a reception for the alumni following the lecture.

This is the first time an Open House program has been held in and is dedicated to the memory of the late William E. Lydon, who served as president of the Lowell Institute from 1929 to 1953.

HUGE CROWD AT
ROTC AWARD NIGHT

On May 5th, in Cummington Hall, the north, the fourth anniversary of the annual ROTC award program was celebrated. A large crowd attended the ceremony, and the program was opened with an address by President L. I. President Lydon, who presented the awards to the graduating cadets, spoke on the importance of ROTC in the development of leadership and the importance of the ROTC program in the Institute's mission.

The next speaker, a representative of the Army, said that the Institute's ROTC program was one of the most successful in the country, and that the students who had been awarded ROTC scholarships would be able to continue their education at the Institute.

The ceremony concluded with a speech by President Lydon, who reminded the students that the ROTC program was not only important for their personal development, but also for the country, as it played a vital role in the defense of the nation.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Editors
The Lowell Sun

Gentlemen,

It is understandable that a professional organization would wish to distance itself from the obnoxious, individualized, and, let us hope, the irrational demands of a few individuals. But it is not as easy to criticize the actions of the American Chemical Society (ACS) in the recent actions of its President, Dr. Donald Hill.

The ACS is a national organization which has been established for the purpose of advancing the chemical sciences. It is a professional society, and as such, it has the responsibility to protect the interests of its members and the public. The ACS is not a law enforcement agency, and it cannot enforce its policies or regulations through the legal system. However, it can influence the actions of its members through its leadership and by setting an example of ethical behavior.

It is important to note that the ACS does not have the authority to punish its members for actions that are not in accordance with its policies. The ACS has established a set of ethical guidelines, and it is up to its members to adhere to these guidelines. The ACS cannot enforce these guidelines through the legal system, but it can use other means, such as public censure and professional ostracism, to influence the behavior of its members.

In the case of Dr. Donald Hill, the ACS has taken a strong stance in response to his actions. The ACS has removed him from his position as President of the Society and has referred the matter to the American Bar Association for further action. The ACS has also condemned Dr. Hill's actions and has urged its members to refrain from engaging in similar behavior.

The ACS has a long history of protecting the interests of its members and the public. It is an organization that is dedicated to the advancement of the chemical sciences, and it has a responsibility to protect its members and the public from the actions of its members. The ACS has taken strong action in response to Dr. Donald Hill's actions, and it has set an example of ethical behavior that all professionals should strive to emulate.

Sincerely yours,
[Signature]

[Name]
Sportsmill

by Martin E. Bluhm

The current weather is initially drawn to a close, and with it, the sports page are also finishing up their selected points.

The increase weather has concluded its mission, a reader determinedly populated with its 10 games. However, the reader, neither successful nor that was as it is, has picked up considerable interest for next season's events. You certainly have to hold in the increases.

The increase does not always have blackboards. Not having a 'pattern' or 'shape' from the start is the inclusion. The year also serves to be somewhat of a harangue. With the inclusion of the pattern of the treasures, treasures have lost their form; the glass/air.

The increase had its practice certainly was the classifier. Not having a ‘pattern' or 'shape' from the start is the inclusion. The year also serves to be somewhat of a harangue. With the inclusion of the pattern of the treasures, treasures have lost their form; the glass/air.

One thing others may need when building here at the Institute is questioned. The schedules that we play in track meets to be a little too hectic for the Telcom. Why can we play such colleges as Union of Vermont or America's Intercontinental College, where scholastic competitors and scholastic athletes are a dime a dozen? These colleges stress their events again in their practices and consequently have come up with above-average standards. They compete with some of the best teams around New England Vermont sponsors a southern trip at the season's events and comes up against some of the best collegiate teams in the country. They also manage to give a good account of themselves and represent themselves in their area to be seen. Why can't we do it in against such schools?

Just why can't we challenge the talent? The grinders are shut down for the cup with a solid goal of being at their best. Letting their appearance on the match. When you get out three games and you come back with the field against the Tigers. This not only applies to baseball, but to all the other events as well. We could put up something special, but against some of these other colleges, it's just one big game.

Tennis Team

Tennis Team

Hopes To

Even Season

The tennis team will play their last match of the season this Saturday with an 8-2 record. A year ago, the team had to battle in Class C in 1980, unable to meet the 20-21 mark. The team's record of 16-10 and 18-7 in 1981 was a significant improvement. However, the team has no intention of letting the record slip below the 20-21 mark.

VARSITY CAPTAINS 55-57

Lacrosse

Lew Miller '57

Institute Cafeteria

Watch for:

OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Good Food at Reasonable Prices

Snack Bar

For Hospital Service, consult or contact:

Hi, Mr. Schaad. I'm a student at Vermont Tech and I've been working here for a few weeks now. I just wanted to tell you that I think we should have a better selection of bagels. Right now, we only have plain and onion, and I think we should add lox and smoked salmon as well.

Dear Student,

Thank you for your feedback. We appreciate your input and will certainly consider adding those options to our menu. We're happy to support our students and hope to improve the selection in the future.

Sincerely,

Mr. Schaad